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What I shall cover…

• Health and safety performance in the UK

• The scale of the problem

• HSE Plan of work 2016-17

• New sentencing guideline for H&S offences

• Closing remarks, questions and comments



Fatal accident trend



GB and Europe 



GB and Europe

Standardised incidence rates (per 100,000 employees) of fatal accidents at work for 2013





Bosley Mill Major Incident

FOUR DEATHS



Didcot Power Station collapse

FOUR DEATHS



Birmingham recycling plant  –
wall collapse

FIVE DEATHS



Alton Towers – ‘Smiler’ collision

16 injured

2 amputations



Challenges

• Complacency

• Over interpretation

• Health & Safety Myths

• Safety dominant over health



Health





HSE - North West 2015-16

• 402 Investigations

• 800 inspections

• 505 Improvement Notices

• 102 Prohibition Notices

• 51 Prosecutions



The Challenge…

The way we work:

Work towards improvements in a sensible and 
proportionate way, not burdensome

Work ‘smarter’ – targeting efforts, not necessarily more

Work together – collaborations, efficiency





Acting together



Mobilise the silent majority



Join in the conversation

I Like this!



HSE Annual Plan 2016/17



HSE Annual Plan 2016/17

Securing effective management and control of risk

Inspection and investigation 

•use of intelligence and risk based approaches to deliver a targeted 

programme of proactive inspections and face-to -face interventions that 

secure risk reductions

•Sustain inspector focus on major health risks, specifically those linked to 

legionella; silica dust; carcinogens and asthmagens in woodworking; welding 

fumes; and musculo-skeletal disorders in food production 

•Refresh HSE communications material linked to inspection activity, to 

explain our approach to reducing risk through face-to-face interventions



Inspections 2016-17



Construction 2016-17



The personal challenge…

1.Does your personal contribution to health and 

safety really help others - or hinder?

2. Is ownership and responsibility for health and 

safety in the right place in your organisation, and 

focused on the right things?

3.What could you personally do differently in 2016 

and beyond that will really help us to create an 

even better health and safety system in GB?





• Guideline was published on 2nd November 2015

• Guideline came into force on 1st February 2016

• Applies to all offences sentenced on or after 1st

February 2016 irrespective of when offence 

committed or when defendant pleaded guilty.

• Larger sentences are being imposed.



Sentencing Guideline for 
Organisations

• Applies to offences committed by breach of Section 2/3 
HSWA and breach of any health and safety regulations.

• Applies to all offences – not just those causing death

• Nine steps in the Guideline

• Steps 1 – 4 the most important

• Apply to Magistrates and Crown Court

• Court must follow the sentencing guidelines which are 
relevant to the case unless satisfied that it would be 
contrary to the interests of justice to do so



The Nine Steps

1. Determine offence category using culpability and harm factors

2. Using offence category identify the relevant table (related to 

size of company determined by turnover) to determine the 

starting point for the fine. Then consider adjustment for 

aggravating and mitigating features.

3. “Step Back”

4. Consider other factors that may warrant adjustment of the fine.

5. Reduction for assistance to the prosecution

6. Reduction for guilty plea

7. Compensation and ancillary orders

8. Totality principle

9. Reasons



Step One - Culpability



Step One - Harm



Significant cause of actual harm?

• “Means a cause which more than 

minimally, negligibly or trivially contributed 

to the outcome. It does not have to be the 

sole or principal cause”

• “Actions of victims are unlikely to be 

considered contributory events as 

offenders are required to protect workers 

or others who may be neglectful of their 

own safety in a way which is reasonably 

foreseeable”.



Step Two – Starting point and 
category range

• Need to focus on the organisation’s annual turnover 
or equivalent

• Offender is expected to provide comprehensive 
accounts for the last three years.

• If sufficient reliable information not provided the 
court is entitled to draw reasonable inferences 

including that the offender can pay any fine

• Normally only information relating to the 

organisation before the court will be relevant unless 

exceptionally it is demonstrated that the resources 
of a linked organisation are available and can be 

properly taken into account



Step two – types of financial 
information

• Companies – annual accounts

• Partnerships – annual accounts

• Local authorities – the Annual Revenue 

Budget (“ARB”) is the equivalent of 

turnover.

• Health trusts – Monitor publishes 

quarterly reports and annual figures from 

which annual income can be seen

• Charities – annual audited accounts



Company size

• LARGE – £50m+ turnover

• MEDIUM - £10-50m

• SMALL - £2-10m

• MICRO - <£2m



Step two – large company 
(turnover £50 million and over)



Step two – aggravating and 
mitigating factors



Step three – “step back”

• Court must “step back”, review and if 

necessary adjust the initial fine based on 

turnover to ensure it fulfils the 
objectives of sentencing and meets 
the general principles in setting a fine.

• Could result in upwards or downwards 

adjustment

• Intended to add extra flexibility to the 

application of the guideline



Step three – General Principles 
for setting a fine

• Fine must reflect the seriousness of the offence and court 
must take account of the financial circumstances of the 
offender.

• Fine should reflect the extent to which the offender fell 
below the required standard.

• Fine should meet the objectives of sentencing –
punishment/deterrence/removal of gain – it should not be 
cheaper to offend than take appropriate precautions

• Must be sufficiently substantial to have a real 
economic impact which will bring home both to the 
management and shareholders the need to comply 
with health and safety legislation



Step four - other factors which may warrant 
adjustment

• Impairs ability to make restitution to victims

• Impact of fine on ability to improve conditions to 

comply with the law

• Impact on employment of staff, service users, 

customers and local economy

• NOT impact of shareholders or directors

• If public or charitable body, the fine should 
normally be substantially reduced if proposed 

fine would have a significant impact on the 

provision of their services.



Sentencing Guideline for 
Individuals 

• Applies to offences committed by breach of Section 2, 3 
and 7 HSWA and all health and safety regulations.

• In addition applies to “secondary liability” by virtue of 
Section 36 and 37 HSWA 

• Nine steps in the Guideline

• Steps 1 – 3 the most important

• Applies to Magistrates and Crown Court

• Court must follow the sentencing guidelines which are 
relevant to the case unless satisfied that it would be 
contrary to the interests of justice to do so.

• Covers all options for sentence – not just fines.

• Format similar to Guideline for organisations



Step one – determine offence 
category - culpability



Step two – determine starting 
point and range



Fine Bands



Step two – consider further adjustment 
for aggravating and mitigating factors



Step three – “step back” re any 
financial element of the sentence

• Similar approach to that for organisations.

• Fine should reflect the seriousness of the 

offence and take into account the 

financial circumstances of the offender.

• Court should ensure the fine fulfils the 

general principles in setting a fine



Friskies Schedule

• The Friskies Schedule will need to:

– Summarise the prosecution case

– Identify the Sentencing Guideline as relevant

• And go on to indicate what the Prosecution consider to be 
the appropriate:

– culpability category.

– level of harm

– likelihood of harm

– harm category

– any factors which could lead to a change to the harm 
category and in particular whether the offence was a 
significant cause of actual harm

– any aggravating or mitigating factors.



Recent fines – September 2016

• £400,000 - fractures

• £34,000 - no injury (notice compliance)

• £170,000 - arm injury

• £144,000 - fractured spine

• £75,000 - leg injury



Questions or comments…




